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Figure 1
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SFP+ Cage Assembly Removal Tool Assemblies
1976584–1, 1976597–1, and 1976920–1 are used to
remove an SFP+ cage assembly (described in Figure
1) from the pc board. The removal tool cannot be
used to remove cage assemblies from a double–sided
pc board; and the removal tool cannot be used to
remove the surface mount connector.

Read these instructions thoroughly before using the
removal tool.
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Each removal tool consists of a pin retainer plate,
push pin holder, push pin guide, and push pins. See
Figure 1.

The pin retainer plate provides a surface to accept the
force applied by the application tool to extract the
cage assembly from the pc board. The push pin guide
can be adjusted to accommodate the thickness of the
pc board (the contacts may or may not protrude from
the pc board) for proper alignment with the removal
tool.

During removal, the push pins are forced through
holes in the push pin holder, onto the contacts, and
through the holes in the pc board.
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A pc board support must be used to provide proper
support for the pc board and to protect the pc board
and the connector and cage assembly from damage.
The board support fixture must be designed for
specific needs using the following recommendations:

� it should be at least 25.4 mm [1 in.] wider than
the pc board
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� it should have a flat surface with a cutout of at
least 28.5 mm [1.12 in.] deep (to allow
adequate clearance for the cage assembly)
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Power for the removal tool must be provided by
application tools (with a ram) capable of supplying a
downward force of 44.5 N [10 lb] per contact. 
For available application tools, call the TA CENTER at
the number at the bottom of page 1.
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Place the pc board (with the cage assembly and
connector) on the board support fixture. For 1�6
cage assemblies, make sure there is support at the
back of the cage assembly (see Figure 1); otherwise,
the pc board could bow and the removal tool would
not be able to remove the cage assembly.

Determine whether the contacts protrude or do not
protrude from the pc board, then proceed with the
applicable instruction:
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1. Grasp the pin guide plate or guide block, and
pull it down as far as it will go (the push pins or
short and/or long pins should NOT protrude from
the bottom of the pin guide plate or guide block).

2. While holding the pin guide plate or guide block
in place, carefully position the removal tool onto
the cage assembly so that each contact (except

the connector contacts and the contacts near the
connector) enters a hole in the pin guide plate or
guide block.

3. Center the removal tool (with cage assembly
and connector, pc board, and support fixture)
under the ram of the application tool. Slowly lower
the ram until it just meets the removal tool. Verify
alignment of support fixture, pc board, cage
assembly and connector, and removal tool.
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4. Cycle the application tool to extract the cage
assembly from the pc board. Then retract the ram,
and carefully remove the removal tool from the pc
board.
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1. Grasp the pin guide plate or guide block, and
push it up as far as it will go (the push pins or short
and/or long pins should protrude from the bottom
of the pin guide plate or guide block).

2. Carefully position the removal tool onto the cage
assembly so that each push pin or short and/or
long pin enters a pc board hole containing a
contact (except the connector contacts and the
contacts near the connector).

3. Center the removal tool (with cage assembly
and connector, pc board, and support fixture)
under the ram of the application tool. Slowly lower
the ram until it just meets the removal tool. Verify
alignment of support fixture, pc board, cage
assembly and connector, and removal tool.

Figure 2
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Figure 3
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4. Cycle the application tool to extract the cage
assembly from the pc board. Then retract the ram,
and carefully remove the removal tool from the pc
board.
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The removal tool is assembled and inspected before
shipment. It is recommended that the removal tool be
inspected immediately upon arrival at your facility to
ensure that it has not been damaged during shipment
and that it conforms to the dimensions provided in
Figure 4.
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It is recommended that each operator be made aware
of, and responsible for, the following steps of daily
maintenance:

1. Remove dust, moisture, and contaminants with
a clean, soft brush or a lint–free cloth. DO NOT
use objects that could damage the removal tool
components.

2. When the removal tool is not in use, store it in a
clean, dry area.
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Regular inspections should be performed by quality
control personnel. A record of scheduled inspections
should remain with the removal tool or be supplied to
personnel responsible for the removal tool. Inspection
frequency should be based on amount of use,
working conditions, operator training and skill, and
established standards.
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Customer–replaceable parts are listed in Figure 4.

A complete inventory should be stocked and
controlled to prevent lost time when replacement of
parts is necessary. Parts other than those listed
should be replaced by Tyco Electronics Corporation
to ensure quality and reliability. Order replacement
parts through your representative, or call
1–800–526–5142, or send a facsimile of your
purchase order to 717–986–7605, or write to:

CUSTOMER SERVICE (038–035)
TYCO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
PO BOX 3608
HARRISBURG PA 17105–3608
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� Initial release of instruction sheet
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Figure 4
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